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Dimensional measurement
of label panels
David Dineff and Martin Küstner present Agr’s Dimensional
Sampling Gauge, explaining the equipment’s suitability for
use in the measurement of label panels.

I

n these days of cut throat
competition in the beverage
industry, companies are working
extra hard to ensure that their
products stand out above and
beyond the others. Products need
to be as attractive and inviting as
possible to consumers. In addition
to creative bottle designs, the label
plays a paramount role in defining
the product, whether for product
differentiation, generating a message
or simply providing a sense of
comfort to the consumer. The label,
with its infinite possibilities for
messaging, can make the difference
in product success. The challenge,
however, is to design the label in
such a way that it is viewed as
a seamless, integral part of the
package.
The ‘no label’ look is one
technique that offers a seamless
solution, while offering a clear seethrough view of the product. In the
past, printing directly on the bottle
was the only method available to
achieve this look. This was limiting
in a number of ways. However, the

Figure 1:
Diameter-based
sink and bulge
measurement.

advent of transparent film labels
changed everything. These labels
offer the attractiveness of direct
printing, yet provide unlimited
possibilities for design, label
graphics, colour and messaging.
In addition, this approach permits
a filler to offer several variations
of the same package and have the
flexibility to change the labeling as
necessary. The no label look has
gained increasing popularity in recent
years in the beverage industry, with
premium beers such as Heineken
and Budweiser adopting this
method.
As attractive as the no label look
is, however, there is one drawback.
If labels are not applied properly,
or the bottle label panel is not
consistent, gaps will form between
the label and the bottle. This
produces unsightly air bubbles or
wrinkles in the label, compromising
the clear, see-through look. Glass
bottles are particularly prone to
consistency issues in the sidewall
and label regions. The primary
causes of these inconsistencies -

Figure 2:
Radius-based
sink and bulge
measurement.

Figure 3: Actual label scan image from DSG.

and the ones that affect labels the most - are sinks
(slight depressions) and bulges (raised areas that can
occur in the label panel region during the forming
process). Even the slightest presence of these defects
can prohibit the label from making continuous contact
with the sidewall and play havoc with the application
of this label type.

PROBLEMS EXPLAINED
As emphasised previously, to ensure proper application
and the look of the transparent film labels, bottles must
be produced with consistent label panels that are free
from sinks or bulges. Many beverage fillers incorporating
this type of labeling have taken this issue into
consideration and as a result, have defined specifications
with strict limit tolerances for sidewall planarity.
To meet these strict customer requirements, continuous monitoring of production is required for label sink

Figure 4: Recessed
panel label scan.
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and bulge defects. Due to their
nature, however, these cannot be
identified with on-line processes
and must rely on effective sampling
of production ware and high
precision measurement to quantify
the severity of the defect. Proper
adjustment of the process can then
occur to correct the problems once
the presence and severity of defect
is identified.
Since bulge and sink defects
are related to the forming process
in general or individual moulds, they
can be traced back to a number
of forming conditions. If these are
detected early, adjustments can be
made, resulting in a stable process,
creating ware that meets the
requirements for the labels. Some of
the process issues can be identified
with cooling, vacuum or process
speed in general. Deviations in these
parameters can create local or global
sunken or bulged spots.

MEASURING BULGE
AND SINK DEFECTS
What makes the process of
measuring sunken and bulged points
a challenge is that these defects can
occur in either of two forms:
Independent sink and/or bulge
on one side of the bottle.
Complementary sink and
bulge, when there is a sink
on one side of the bottle and
a complementary bulge on
the other side. This is the
most difficult type of effect to
measure.
Agr’s Dimensional Sampling
Gauge (DSG) offers a viable solution
for dealing with sinks and bulges
in both forms. The equipment’s
comprehensive measurement
capabilities make it a valuable tool
that can be used to maintain the
pristine no label image. A feature
of this device is its advanced
measurement algorithms for
detecting and measuring variations in
the sidewall diameter, including the
degree of bulge and/or sink present
on a bottle label panel. Since defects
of this nature can vary, two different
measurement options are available:
Simple body label panel
measurement based on diameter
measurement – this approach (see
figure 1) provides operators with the
ability to determine the maximum
and minimum body diameter over
label area, variation of body diameter
over label area (OOR) and bulge
and sink measurement based on
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reference diameter.
By using this measurement
routine, an operator can evaluate
the label panel of samples for the
following: Maximum and minimum
diameter and height of each
measurement, largest OOR (out
of round) value for the entire label
panel or the height of the largest
OOR location. A comparison can also
be made to a reference diameter,
providing positive or negative sink
and bulge results based on the
reference location. The operator
can choose to display bulge, bulge
height, sink or sink height as part of
the final DSG report.
This measurement algorithm is
most useful when measuring bottles
that have independent sink or bulge
incidences.
Label panel inspection using
radius measurements – designed
to measure bottles that may have a
sunken panel and a complementary
bulged panel on the opposite side.
For this condition, diameter-based
measurements are not fully effective.
Bottles with this type of defect
require a radius-based measurement
to provide a truly accurate indication
of the situation.
The Agr DSG radius-based label
panel measurement algorithm gives
operators an additional method to
determine bulge and sink based on
the centerline of the bottle (figure
2). With this measurement routine,
operators have the ability to identify
the following:
Maximum bulge.
Height at maximum bulge from
base of bottle.
Maximum sink.
Height at maximum sink from
base of bottle.
Panel clearance within the
contact points.
By using this measurement
routine, the DSG will determine a
bottle centerline and then measure
the radius to the centerline down
the label panel. The radius data will
be processed to measure sunken
and bulge label panel defects. This
inspection measures accurately even
when defects exist on opposite sides
of the bottle and on tapered panels.
In production conditions, the
operator has the ability to define the
label panel region to be measured.
Once defined, the DSG scans the
panel region and captures data at
1mm intervals at over 60 locations
around the bottle (see figure 3),
collecting radius data at each interval
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Agr Dimensional Sampling Gauge.

and location. Minimum and maximum fluctuations in radius
are compared to the provided specifications for panel sink
and panel bulge independently. Additionally, the customer
has the option to limit the panel recess, minimum and
maximum, within the contact points to protect against label
contact on the filling lines (see figure 4).

UNLIMITED MEASUREMENTS
The Dimensional Sampling Gauge is not limited to the
measurement of label panels. This comprehensive
measurement device is capable of unlimited
measurements over the entire bottle, including
complicated finish measurements such as knock out
and flange. Designed specifically for the needs of the
bottle manufacturing industry, this device is easy to
operate, accurate and can process the most complicated
measurement tasks in seconds. Typical throughput for
this device is less than one bottle/min.
The gauge incorporates a robotic handling system,
advanced high resolution optics and sophisticated
measurement routines for bottle sidewall, finish, pushup,
weight and bore measurements. Key features include
fast throughput, high precision accuracy and repeatability,
automatic calibration challenge and verification, easy
operation, versatility in job creation and setup.
The DSG can be used as a standalone measurement
device or as part of Agr’s OmniLab automated sampling
and testing system. Since its introduction, a number
of innovative glass container manufacturers have
implemented the system in their operations including
Saint-Gobain, Owens Illinois, Vetropack, Inbev and
Anchor.
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